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SUBJECT : "Combat with Enemy Nuclear Artillery, Free 
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and DeZensive Operations of a n  Army" 
(Chapter 11) . 
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1. Enclosed is a verbatim translation of Chapter I 1  of 
a n  seven-chapter TOP SECRET S o v i e t  publication entitled "Combat 
with Enemy Nuclear Artillery, Free Rockets, and Guided Missiles 
in Offensive and Dcfensive Operations of an Army". It was 
issued b y  Scientific-Research Artillery Institute No. 1 in 
Leningrad in October 1960. 

2. For convenience o f  refci-ence by USIB agencies, the 
codeword IRONRARK has been assigned to t h i s  series of TOP 
SECRET CSDB reports containing documentary Soviet material. 
The word IRONBARK is classified CONFIDENTIAL and is to be 
used or,ly among persons. authorized to read and handle this 
material. 
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3. I n  thc  interests of protect inl:  our s o c r c c ,  I R O N B A R K  
rnatcr.,al should he handled on a need-to-know basis *.i thin 
your office. Hcquests for  extra copies of this TepOrK or for 
utilization of any part of this document in any other form 
should be addressed to the originating office. 
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Deputy Director (Plans) 
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SUBJECT	 : "Combat Against Enemy Nuclear Artillery,
Free Rockets, and Guided Missiles in .
Offensive and Defensive Operations of
an Army" (Chapter VII)

DATE OF INFO	 October 1960

APPRAISAL OF

CONTENT	 : Documentary

SOURCE	 : A reliable source (B).

Following is a v2rbat1m translation of Chapter VII
of a TOP SECRET Soviet publication titled "COmbat Against
Enemy Nuclear Artillery, Free Rockets, and Guided Missiles

. in Offensive and Defensive Operations of an Army". This
document contains seven chapters and was published on
15 October 1900 by Scientific-Research Artillery Institute
No. 1 in Leningrad. Each chapter will be disseminated as
it becomes available and is translated.

In some Cases, there are imperfections in the orig-
inal text which leave doubt as to the accuracy of trans-
lation. Question marks are inserted in brackets following
uncertain %,:ords or phrases. As in other MONEALF.K reports,
transliterated Cyrillic letters are underlined in trans-
lation, while Greek and Roman letters are given as in the
original.
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Chapter VII

"Planning the Combat Against the Enemy's Offensive

Nuclear Weapons in an Army Headquarters of

Missile Troops and Artillery"

1. Planning the Combat Against the Enemy's Offensive 

Nuclear Weaptins paring the Period When an Army

Is Preparing an Offensive Operation 

The most important task for troops of a • front'and army
during the period when they are preparing an offensive 'op-
eration is the attainment of fire superiority over the enemy
and, above all, of superiority in offensive nuclear weapons.
The battle to attain superiority over the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons can start several days, and in some more
rare though possible cases, several wee bfore the begin-
ning of the operation. This combat is con-JuC:-, by destroy-

enemy'	 lear arnmunition al aepot:.: an assembly
bases, destroying and neutralizing subunits and units
armed with nuclear ammunition, and by destroying control
points, technical positions, and other . objectives which
support the activities of these units and subunits. The
battle to attain superiority over the enemy's fire power
and, above all, over his nuclear weapons, constitutes the
main part of fire preparation for an offensive operation.

Army tactical missiles and artillery carry out part of
the tasks of combating the enemy's nuclear weapons during
the fire preparation period; these consist mainly of the
tasks of destroying and neutralizing the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons. Operational-tactical missiles of the army
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carry out the tasks of combating the enemy's operational-
tactical offensive nuclear weapons and also the tasks of
destroying depots, supply points, and nuclear ammunition
assembly bases.

Li certain cases, these tasks can be carried ect at the
.df..rect command (orders) of the commanding officer of missile
troops and artillery of the front. Such cases can arise
when a front finds that the amount of forces and weapons
under its direet command is inadequate and also in 'cases
where it prover inadvisable to employ the front's weapons
for some fire Eisit. In the remaining cases, operational-
tactical missiles will carry out these tasks on orders
from the commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery.

The combat against offensive nuclear weapons during the
period when an army is preparing an offensive operation
needs careful planning and organization. Parallel with this,
.close coordination must be organized with aircraft operating
in the army's offensive zone and on its flanks, and arrange-
ments must also be made to ensure systematic and timely
receipt of reconnaissance information obtained by the front's
reconnaissance means and by reconnaissance b y adjacent armies.

Coordination between the headquarters of as army's
cie troo,t:.	artillry	 the headquariers Of an air
army (or headquan.ers of-air large units operating in the
army's offensive zone) is planned when preparation for an
offensive operation begins on the basis of the decision of
the commander of the combined-arms army, and the plans are

, made more precise during this preparation and also during
the army's operation.

In planning coordination between missile troops and
artillery and aircraft, the headquarters of the army's
Missile troops and artillery and the headquarters of the air
.army (through their representatives), when working out
measures to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons
during the period when the operation is being prepared,
must coordinate the following:

-3-
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-- procedure for carrying out redonna ssance o
enemy's tactical and operational-tactical offensive nuclear
weapons and the ways in which reconnaissance information
is to be exchanged;

▪ procedure for destroying and neutralizing the
enemy's tactical and operational-tactical offensive . nuclear
weapons, both by the forces and weapons of missile units
and artillery or aircraft, as well as by the combined efforts
of misaLlp units, artillery, and aircraft;

-- procedure and time for neutralizing the enemy's
subunits. of antiaircraft guided missiles and antiaircraft
batteries;

• procedure for checking the results of nuclear strikes
against the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons.

The bases on which the destruction (neutralization)
of the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons is planned in the
headquarters of the army's missile troops and artillery
are: the decision of the army commander, the army's plan
of combat operations, the instructions of the commanding,
officer of the front; missile troops and artillery regard-
ing planning the combat against the enemy's nuclear weapons,
the data regarding the nature and scope of the tasks allotted
to missfle troop 6.nd artillery i co.71ating the enemy's
nuclear weapon-., the reconnaissance data availatle regarding
the enemy, and information regarding the availability of
missile and artillery units and subunits and also of.,
ammunition with nuclear and conventional fillings.

Planning the combat against the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons starts with the clarification of the task
and an evaluation of the situation. .

Having clarified the task and evaluated the situation, the
commanding officer of the army's missile troops and artillery,
together with his staff, determines:
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-■ the general tasks of the army's forces and weapons
in combating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, taking
into account the special features involved in conducting
the operation;

-- the capabilities of the army's organic and attached
reconnaissance means for conducting reconnaissance of the
ene's offensive nuclear weapons, how these means should
be grouped, and the best way to organize their activities;

-- the possible scale on which use can be made of nuclear
weapons for combating the enemy's nuclear weapons during
the period of preparation and during the offensive operation;

-- the capabilities of operational-tactical and of tacti-
cal missile units and subunits for combating the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons;

-. the capabilities of the army's gun artillery for
destroying the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, and also
the possibilities of including the artillery of divisions
in the army's first echelon to fulfill this task;

- the necessity of creating a grouping of forces and
weapons employed for the combat against the enemy's nuclear

an if there	 such a necessity, the compositio
ef

.. the tasks to be carried out by. large units and
units of operational-tactical and tactical missiles and
of gun artillery subordinate to the army;

-- the tasks to be carried out . by tactical missile
battalions and by the artillery of divisions in the .
army's first echelon in combating the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons during the period for which they have been
included for this combat;

-- the necessary organization measures to maintain
subunits on the alert on firing positions and launch sites,
and to ensure their constant readiness for the immediate

SEIR
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destruction of the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons on
their firing positions and launch sites;

measures to organize the control of units and sub-
units of operational-tactical and tactical missiles and
of gun artillery: the orgenization of reliable multi-
channel communications, establishment of signals for re-
questing and stopping fire, signals for occupying and
leaving siting areas, as well as other signals for
controlling these subunits, and also the organization of
an efficient and well coordinated procedure for directing
fire at the headquarters itself of the army's missile
troops and artillery;

-- measures to ensure an uninterrupted supply of nose
cones and missiles, and also to ensure the preparation of
missiles for Launching;

... measures to preserve the viability of missile
units and artillery, as well as measures to replace
forces and weapons, which have suffered losses as a
result of enemy nuclear strikes by reinforcements drawn
from units and. subunits Which have not been brought
in toparticipate in this combat;

• measures to organize coordination	 ene'E
own weapons an.. those of his neiLtbors in the destructie
of offensive nuclear objectives on the army's flanks;

-- measures to organize checking the results of the
fire effect on the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons.

In determining the general tasks tote carried out by
the army's forces and weapons in combating the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons during the operation, the com-
manding officer of the army's missile troops and artillery
must establish whether these forces and weapons are ade-
quate to fulfill the tasks facing them, and in cases where
it becomes clear that these forces and weapons will be
inadequate, he must determine the possibilities and
methods for bringing in additional forces and weapons to

-6-
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carry out the given tasks.

In determining the capabilities of reconnaissance
means and the particular features of employing such
means under the specific conditions of the operation
which is being prepared as well es planning their acti-
ties, the commanding officer of the army's missile
troops and artillery, together with his staff, must provide
foi the following:

-- the timely deployment and efficient control (nalazhizaniye)
of the work of reconnaissance units and subunits:

the organization of close coordination between the
reconnaissance means and the headquarters of the army's mis-
sile troops and artillery; the organization, in cases where
this is necessary, of coordination between reconnaissance
subunits and units and subunits of operational-tactical
and tactical missiles and of gun artillery, as well as
the organization of coordination btween the various forms', of
reconnaissance;

-- the receipt of timely reports regarding the enemy's
rtnneitere offisive nuclear weapons from one's own re-

me:n1s; t -! •.e systematic ucchani7e of rcconnassahce
brancneF of other arms of troops; and the organizatioh for
1:ne timely reporting of the reconnaissance data obtained to
army headquarters and to the headquarters of the front's
missile troops and artillery.

As a rule, the scale on which nuclear weapons are to be
used during the period of preparation for an offensive op-
eration is determined by a decision of the front troop
commander.

In the overwhelming majority of cases, an army receives
complete and unalterable figures as to what ammunition with
nuclear charges and what quantity it can use during the
period of preparation for an offensive operation in conformity
with its plan. However, the army (its headquarters and the
headquarters of missile troops and artillery are envisaged)
can and must determine what quantity of ammunition with
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strikes is determined, and tentative evaluation is made
of their contaminating effects when the wind is blowing
frs-i the most likely directions; the possibilities that
operavional-tactical units and subunits . can destroy
two or more targets simultaneoutly by one nuclear strike
are also determined.

The possftilities of delivering strikes against the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, which are detected
in the zones of advance of adjacent armies, are also
determined.

In evaluating the combat capabilities of tactical
missile units which are directly subordinate to the army,
the headquarters of the army's missile troops and artillery
determines, first of all, the possibilities of bringing
them in to combat the eneftly's operational-tactical weapons.
On completion. L732 of this work, depending on the quantity
ant yield of the allotted ammunition and the number of
units and subunits, their capabilities for destroying the
enemy's subunits of tactical offensive nuclear weapons
are determined; , guided missiles of the "Lacrosse" type,
free rockets of the "Honest John" and "Little John" type,
a!.1 also f:ubuLits anc single au„ns of nuo. lear• artillery.-

condtions are favor.c'1, an estimate io	 of the
of using nuelea.r	 buroto to destroy

and neutralize the enemy's tactical offensive nuclear weapons.
In the same way, an evaluation is also made of the combat •
capabilities of tactical missile battalions of divisions in •
the army's first echelon, and on the basis of this estimate
conclusions are reached regarding the conditions and desira-
bility of bringing them in to combat the enemy's nuclear
weapons.

In evaluating the combat and fire capabilities of gun
artillery, the headquarters of the army's missile troops
and artillery determines the extent to which gun artillery
is to be used for the purpose of combating offensive
nuclear weapons, determines the tasks which are to be
allotted to units of gun artillery, and elucidates the
necessity of, and the conditions for, bringing in the

-9-
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=artillery of divisions in the army'
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combat tne enemy's offensive nuclear weapons.

In some cases, in order to ensure the best condi-
tions for planning combat operations in general, and
to combat the enemy's nuclear weapons in particular,
And also to provide for more flexible control of the
forces and weapons brought in for this battle, a
definite grouping of these forces and weapons can
be created in the army. Such a'grouping can be
created Primarily in those cases where the army will
have at Its disposal a comparatively large number of
one (word missing 7 units or large units, i.e., when
direct control of These forces on the part of the
commanding officer of the army's missile troops and
artillery becomes rather cumbersome and difficult.
Such a grouping can also take place in those cases
when combined-arms or tank L7421arge units of the
army are operating in two or several different axes,
when (one line missing 	  7 also of gun
artillery units for their combat operations on these
isolated axes.

What kind of groups can be created in an army?
In the li.Tht of the modern organization and views
on the comb:it . erlome!	 operatior.al-tactical
missile large units an_ ,,nits, which provide for tLr,
existence in an army of only one brigade consisting
of two battalions of three batteries each, there is
no need to form some kind of special missile group.
The commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery himself can control the combat opera-
tions of this brigade under any circumstances. The
position could be somewhat different if the Army
were to get other missile units and subunits as
reinforcements. In these cases, conditions would
be created in the army for combining the units
and subunits allotted to the army as reinforcements
within the framework of an army group of operational-
tactical missiles. With the modern organization of
tactical missile units and subunits and the views
still held regarding their combat employment, which
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provide for the existence of tactical missiles only
in motorized rifle and in tank divisiOns t there can be
no queFtion of creating any kind of grouping out of them
on an army scale. However, experience gained in the
latest exercises with troops, involving the use of tacti-
cal missiles,has shown that there is an imperative need
to have independent units of such missiles under the
direct command of the army or to have them as units (large
units) of the Reserve of the aipreme high ComMand., Natu-
rally, when such large units and units are available, there

• will be practical reasons for combining them into army
groups of tactical missiles. The most important task of
such groups will be to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear
weapons.

When an Army has reinforcement units attached to it,
the gun artillery can be combined within the framework of
an army artillery group. The main task of this group will
be to combat the enemy's artillery and, primarily, his
offensive nuclear artillery weapons. •

In Some cases mixed artillery groups may be created
in the army, consisting of units of tactical missiles and
units of gun artillery. The situation which determines
whether such groups can be Created is, fir l of all, the
availability of several independent units of tactical
missiles and of gun artillery, and also inadequate mobility
of tactical missiles in preparing firings (launchings)
against targets of opportunity. In such cases, it is ad-
visable to start the fire effect against the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons upon their detection by neutral-
izing fire from gun artillery and then,. as tactical mis-
silfis become ready for launching, to deliver nuclear
strikes against them with the purpose of destroying them.
When such a method of combat against the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons is used, the best results can be attained
only in cases when the control of gun artillery and tacti-
cal missiles is effected from one and the same control
point. And such control can be organized more easily
when gun artillery and tactical missiles are combined

III SE ET
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within the framework of one missile-artillery group.

However, when at army bas only one unit (or
one large unit) of gun artillery and one unit of
tactical missiles, the organization for the combat
against the enemy's nuclear weapons in the above-
mentioned way, with direct control of the fire of
these units, can and must be undertaken by the head-
quarters of the army's missile troops and artillery.
Therefore, under such conditions missile-artillery
or similar groups should not be created.

In allotting tasks to units of operational-
tactical and tactical missiles and of gun artillery
which are directly subordinate to the commanding
officer or the army's missile troops and artillery,.
the latter, together with his staff, determines:

-. at what targets, when and with what ammuni-
tion the unit concerned must be ready to destroy
offensive nuclear weapons;

.. what main and alternative siting area. must
be prepared for occupation by units (subunits), and
alc	 de,z.l.ee ar.t tir of read ines for these areas;

-- the procedure for coordination between units
(subunits) when several enemy objectives are to be
destroyed simultaneously;

-. the measures to ensure timely fulfillment of
topographical and geodetic work In the main and al-.
ternate siting areas;

-- the measures for meteorological support of
fire (launchings) against targets of opportunity;

-- measures to organize uninterrupted and
efficient control and of reliable communications with
units, as well as directly with the firing subunits;

'
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• the quantity and yield of ammunition alLottea
for the destruction (neutralization) of the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons;

-. the time by which units and subunits mast
be ready to deliver fire for effect aelinst the.
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons.

In allotting tasks to tactical missile battalions
of divisions in the army's first echelon, the following
are laid down:

• the quantity and yield of ammunition which can
be used to destroy the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons;

-- in what siting areas it is advisable to locate
di,isional tactical missile battalions, from the stand-
point of combating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons;

-- measures to organize direct communications be-
tween the headquarters of the army's missile troops
and artillery and the tactical missile battalions of
divisions in order to ensure the possibility of passing
orders for fire directly to the battalion;

-- the conditions under which the enemy's offensive

nuclear weapons may be destroyed (neutralized) on orders
from the divisional commanding officer.

In determing the tasks of the artillery of divisions
in the army's first echelon in combating the enemy's of-
fensive nuclear weapons, the commanding officer of the
army's missile troops and artillery establishes the
following:

.. what artillery, in what quantity, and under what
conditions canbe brought in to combat offensive nuclear
weapons;

measures to organize coordination between divi-
sional artillery and gun artillery and tactical missiles,
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operating in the zones where the divisions are advancing;

the procedure for receiving reports on the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons which have been
detected by divisional artillery reconnaissance,
and also theprocedure for transmitting to divisional •
artillery the information regarding the enemy's of-
fensive nuclear targets detected by army reconnaissance
means..

For the immediate destruction of enemy offensive
nuclear weapons and other important targets (?...7 de-
tected during the period of preparat. ioh for an offen-
sive operation, arrangements are made in the army to
maintain operational-tactical and tactical missile bat-
talions and batteries on the alert, as well as battalions
of gun artillery.

The degree of readiness of subunits on the alert
Is determined mainly by their weapons. As a rule,
operational-tactical missile subunits must be at 15-to
20-minute readiness, tactical missile subunits at 10-
to 15-minute readiness, and subunits of gun artillery
should be at 2-to 3-minute readiness to open fire.

Ir organizing a estem of battalions and batteries_
on the alert, the commanding officer of missile troops
and artillery, together with his staff, determines the
following:

-- the number of operational-tactical missile bat-
talions or batteries employed, the length of time they
are to remain on the alert, and from what Units they are
to'be drawn;

-- the yield of the charges for missiles issued to
battalions and batteries on the alert;

-- the number of gun artillery battalions on the
alert, as well as the type and quantity of ammunition
which is to be allocated to battalions on the alert;
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.- the procedure to call for fire from the battery.
on the alert.

The plan to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear
weapons in a front is drawn up in the form of one or
several directives. An army receives a directive on
plans to combat the enemy's offensive miClear weapons
with the army's forces and weapons.

• The plan for combating the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons during the period of preparation for
an army offensive operation can be set out on the
fire Control map of the army's missile troop and
artillery or in the form of a separate DJ plan to
combat tne enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, Like
the first, the second document is drawn up graphi-
cally on a map of appropriate scale (usually 1:200,000
w ith e c glanations and additions in the form of
appropriate legends inserted on the parts of the map
not used in working. The main ieatures in the plans .
to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons during
the preparatory period can also be included in the
plan for the combat employment of missile troops and
artillery in the offensive operation, which can be
dra.,,Tr, up by the commanding officer of the ts,rr-7:'s
missile troop' and artillery and his hesdguarters, to-
gether with army headquarters, and thn confirmed
by the army commander.

Regardless of the name of the document which is
drawn up, it must include the following details,
which are necessary for the commanding officer of the
army's missile troops and artillery and his headquarters
in order to ensure efficient operational control of the
combat against the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons;

-- general information on the enemy (defense
zones, gun n 7 positions, areas in which his re-
serves are located, etc.);

-- the available information on areas in which
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons are located, or

-15-
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area which have been prepared for this, as well as
details regarding individual objectives (targets)
connected with these weapons (concentration and
waiting areas, unloading stations, depots, bases and
supply points, areas where technical positions are
located, areas where there are control points, firing
positions and launch sites, etc.);

-- the forward line of one's own troops and the
allotted boundaries L7.? ..7 for armies and divisions;

the areas to be reconnoitered by artillery
spotter aircraft, the areas to be photographed, the
areas of operation of reconnaissance and sabotage .
groups, and areas of special importance r?..7;

-- the areas of operation of fighter-bomber
aircraft;

-- the main and alternate siting areas of units
(subunits) . and the firing positions (launch sites)
of batteries of army operational-tactical and
tactical missiles on the alert, as well as the siting
areas of gun artillery battalions subordinated to the
army;

-- the siting areas of tactical missile battalions
of divisions in the army's first echelon;

• the guaranteed maximum ranges of fire of bat-
talions (batteries), and also the minimum ranges of
fire;

-- the readiness time to deliver fire from the
various siting areas;

-- information regarding the availability, yield,
and time required to prepare the nose cones and missiles
in the possession of the army, as well as information
regarding the quantity, yield, and times of delivery of
nose cones and missiles during the period when the army
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is preparing an offensive operation;

... data on the yield of charges held by batteries
on the alert;

informetion regarding the availability, as
Well as the type, quantity, and times of delivery
of ammunition for gun artillery subordinated to the
army;

-- a diagram or table showing when batteries
' are on the alert;

a table of call signs of units, subunits and
commanders, as well as of collective call sips
(tsirkulyatsiannyypozyvnoy) for the system L . J of
control;

a table for coding and decoding orders, instruc-
tions and reports, and also of map coding (kodirovka
karty);

.. the wind direction and velocity for the re-
quired time.

The plan to combat offensive nuclear weapons during
the period of preparation for an offensive Operation or
another document containing the plan to combat these
weapons constitutes a combat document. It is signed by
the commanding officer of the army's missile troops and
artillery and by his chief of staff and is confirmed by
the army commander. In addition to this document, the
headquarters of army's missile troops and artillery must
prepare for use tables from which it can be determined
what yield is needed to destroy various targets, es well
as tables or graphs for determining the probable degree of
destruction of a certain objective when using a charge .
with a particular yield.

One of the most important features of the work of the
commanding officer of the army's missile troops and artil-
lery and his headquarters in planning the combat against
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offensive nuclear weapons is working out Measures to
disrupt. theenemy's counterpreparat ion.

To conduct counterpreparation, the enemy will
move forward a considerable part of his offensive
nuclear weapons into firing positions and launch
sites. Naturally, the scope of the tasks of the
army's missile troops and artillery to destroy these
weapons at this stage increases considerable, and this,
in turn, will demand a considerable increase of forces
and weapons employed to destroy the enemy's nuclear
weapons because this task cannot be fulfilled solely by
the batteries on the alert:' In this connection, the
commanding officer of the army's missile troops and
artillery must make provision not only to organize the
system of batteries on the alert, but also to keep the
remaining operational-tactical and tactical missile
units and subunits, as well as the battalions of gun
artillery, in constant combat readiness.

In accordance with this, the plan for combating
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons during the
period of preparation for an offensive operation'
must also contain data relating to the disruption of
the enemy counterpreparation. Such etails are:

• units and subunits to be employed to disrupt
the enemy's counterpreparation;

▪ the quantity and yield of the charges which can
be used to disrupt the enemy's counterpreparation;

the waiting areas, the areas of . firing positions
and launch sites occupied by units and subunits employed
to disrupt the enemy's counterpreparation, and the
routes they will use in moving into siting areas;

▪ the procedure for directing the fire of units
(subunits) employed to disrupt the enemy's counter-
preparation.
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The . aruy's preparation for an offensive
operation and the corresponding fire preparation for
the operation culminates in a massed nuclear strike
throughout the whole depth of the planned operation.
The massed nuclear strike is made against strong
points, centers of resistance ) tactical and operational
reserves, command posts and control points, communica-
tion centers, various objectives in the rear, the
most important radar objectives, groupings of gun

. and antiaircraft artillery, and oZher highly important
enemy Objectives;

Among the highly f.mportant targets to be destroyed
by a massed nuclear strike are undoubtedly also the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons. However, the number
of the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons which can
be destroyed by a massed nuclear strike or, to be more
accurate, during this strike, will be comparatively
small.

A massed nuclear strike is delivered at a definitely
fixed time against confirmed targets. The most important
requirement for targets earmarked for destruction by
a massed nuclear strike is the requirement for their
potions to be static (stabilnost ikh polozheniya).
Cf all the objectives which fall into the category of
offensive nuclear weapons, only a comparatively small
part fulfills the requirement that their positions should
be static. Such targets are depots and supply bases,
technical positions, bases for the assembly of nuclear
charges, waiting positions, shelters built for personnel
and equipment, etc.

As a rule, the firing positions and Launch sites of
offensive nuclear weapons do not present static targets.
They can be more or less static targets when fulfilling
the role of weapons on the alert, similar in this respect
to our batteries on the alert.

Thus, during a massed nuclearstrike it is possible
to destrcly and . to neutralize mainly targets in the rear
and the ,technical positions of the enemy's offensive
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nuclear weapons, and also the particu ar 0 ens ve
nuclear weapons which will be located in equipped
shelters at waiting positions. Offensive nuclear
weapons at firing positions and launch sites can be
destroyed comparatively rarely during a massed
nuclear strike, mainly, only in those cases when they are
detected immediately before a massed nuclear strike.

In planning a massed nuclear Strike, the commanding
officer of the army's missile troops and artillery,
with his headquarters, determines:

• what targets, including the enemy's Offensive
nuclear weapons, it is most advisable to destroy by
a muss 	 nuclear strike;

• on what targets last-minute reconnaissance
should be made and what reconnaissance means should
be employed to carry out this task;

-- what operational-tactical and tactical missile
units and subunits should be used to carry out various
tasks within the system of a massed nuclear strike;

in what siting areas operetional-tactical and
tactical missile 	 and	 sh,.)uld be dispc:Jed;

• how many and which subunits should not take
part in the massed nuclear strike but should be brought
to a state of complete combat readiness for the immediate
destruction of the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, if
the enemy attempts to organize a counter nuclear strike
after cur strike and our artillery preparation for the
attack. 1

1 It is envisaged that fire preparation for the attack
culminates not only in a direct nuclear strike carried
out by operational-tactical and tactical missiles, but
also by massed fire from conventional and missile artil-
lery. The delivery of this fire constitutes the essence
of the concept (?7 of artillery preparation for an attack.
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-- what offensive nuclear weapons it is desirable
to destroy and to neutralize by fire from gun artillery
during the artillery preparation for the attack;

-- the advisable allotment cf fire tasks to
destroy the e.emy's offensive nuclear weapons between
army operational-tactical missiles, tactical missiles,
and gun artillery, as well as units end subunits
equipped with the same weapons but located in differ-
ent siting areas, with the result that their ranges
of fire vary;

0.■ the advisable yield, type, height', and optimum
position for the ground zero of the nuclear burst for
the destruction of each individual target or group of
targets;

-- the safe distance for our troops from the
nearest nuclear strikes;

am the signals requesting and stopping fire.

The allotment of fire tasks for a Massed nuclear
strike can be set out on the army fire control map
with corresponding explanatory legends. The allot-
ment of fire tasks is confirmed by the army ccanander.
The allotment of fire tasks for a massed nuclear
strike can also be included in the plan for the
combat employment of the army's missile troops end
artillery in the offensive operation and is likewise
confirmed by the army commander.

-21-
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2. Planning the Combat Against the Enemy's Offensive 

Nuclear Weapcns During an Army Offensive Operation 

. Planning the combat against the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons is done for the whole depth of an of-
fensive operation by the commanding officer of the
army's missile troops and artillery and his headquarters.
The basis for organizing ard planning the combat against
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons during an army
offensive operation is the decision of the-army com-
mander and the instructions from the commanding officer
of the front's missile troops and artillery.

The army commander makes the decision on the basic
problems of combating the enemy's offensive nuclear
weapons during the operation, and especially on prob-
lems regarding the employment of nuclear weapons for
their destruction. For this, he determines the targets
against which nuclear weapons shczad be used.(in the
light of the availability of nuclear ammunition and
the conditions under which the Operation is being
conducted) and tre approximate quantity of nuclear
ammunition which can be expended for the purpose of
combating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons; he .
establishes the grouping and the procedure to rede-
ploy missile units and subunits during the operation,
organizes reconnaissance of offensive nuclear weapons,
and coordination between army missile units and sub-
units and aircraft as regards tasks, targets, boundaries,
and time, and makes arrangements for the coMbat security
and supply and maintenance of missile units and sub-
units. In addition, the army commander makes arrange-
ments and assigns ftnres and weapons to protect and defend
these units and subunits during the operation.

The commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery with his headquarters prepares recommenda-
tions on the problems mentioned above and participates
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in working out the decision of the army commander regarding
the employment of nuclear weapons during the operation,
including the part of this decision concerning the
plans for the combat againt the enemy's offensive nuclear
weapons.

In planning the preparation of army operational-
tactical and tactical missile units and subUnitsi,as
well as of gun artillery for the combat against the
enemy's offensive nmclear weaPons during the operation,
the commanding officer of the army's missile troops and
artilleryl with his headquarters, must establish:

what tasks the army's forces and weapons
must carry out, taking into account the tasks in the

s army's offensive zone which are to be carried out
1	 by front weapons and by aircraft;

-- the measures to organize close coordinaticn -
between the army's missile troops and artillery and
the aircraft which are carrying out the tasks of de,
itrnying-andneutralizing the enemy's offensive nuclear
;weapons in the army's offensive zone;

.. whet rea.naissanee means the army will have at
itc disposal durillg the operation, and what Organiza-
tional measures are needed to ensure the most efficient
employment of these means;

-- at what stages of the offensive operation and
where the intensive combat against the enemy's offen-
sive nuclear weapons is likely to occur;

• what siting areas and routes should be ear-
marked for the redeployment of army operational-
tactical and tactical missile and gun artillery units
and subunits;

• the procedure for redeploying army operational-
tactical and tactical missile and gun artillery units
and subunits during the operation, taking into account
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the necesiity for part of the weapons to,be con-
tinuously available in a state of readiness to
combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons;

measures of topographical, geodetic, and
meteorological support of fire (launching of mis-
siles) during the offensive operation;

-- the necessity for missile units and subunits
to be strengthened by subunits of combat engineers
to prepare routes and to speed up the construction
of the essential minimum of fieldworks iikthe new
fire siting areas;

.. the need for reinforcements in the form of
motorized rifle subunits for missile units and sub-
units in order to ensure the protection and defense
of the latter while they are on the march and while
they are occupying new siting. areas;

...measures to ensure uninterrupted supplies
of missiles and nose cones and ammunition for gun
artillery, as well as measures to ensure uninter-
rupted preparation of missiles for launching.

Planning for the combat against the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons during an offensive op-
eration starts with the determination of the pos-
sible scope of the tasks at the various stages of
the operation.

In determining the scope of the tasks, consid-
eration is given to the results of the combat against
the offensive nuclear weapons during the period of
preparation of the offensive operation, including
the possible losses which the enemy is expected to
have sustained as a result Of the destruction of
his offensive nuclear weapons during the massed
nuclear strike against his defense. In determining
the possible scope of the tasks, consideration is
also given to the enemy's capabilities of carrying
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out a movement with offensive nuclear weapons from
other sectors of the front into the army offensive
zone or onto Its flanks.

The approximate scope of the tasks of destroy-
ing (neutralizing) the enemy's offensive nuclear
yeapono is determined according to the army's tasks
(immediate and subsequent) and the separate stages of
carrying out these tasks. Thus, for instance, in
slim,: cases it is desirable to determine the possible
Z. 72 scope of the tasks to destroy and neutralize
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons during the
offensive operation in conformity with the following
stages of the operation:

.... breakthrough of the enemy's main defense
zone and repelling counterattacks of tactical reserves;

-- commitment into battle of second echelons
of divisions, and commitment of the army's second
echelon;

-- breakthrough of the eemy's corps reserves
(korpusnyy reserv) from the march;

-- breakthrough of army defense zones from the
march;

-- capture of defense zones of an army group;

-- repelling of counterattacks by the enemy's
operational reserves;

-- commitment into battle of the front's second
echelon;

-- consolidation of captured lines and objectives.

In determining the reconnaissance means which
the arty will have at its disposal during the offensive
operation and the tasks for these means, particular
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attention is paid to the possibility of organizing
continuous reconnaissance of the enemy's nuclear
weapons at the most important stages of the operation,
as well as to devising measures to ensure the passing
of information regarding the detected enemy offensive
nuclear Weapons with the maximum speed.

. Together with this, the commanding officer of
the army's missile troops and artillery must envisage
the possibility of partial decentralization of control
of reconnaissance means during the operation. Partial
decentralization of control of reconnaissance means,
as-well as of units and subunits brought in to combat
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, is practicable
in those cases when the army's offensive zone be-
comes considerably wider during the operation, when

• divisions begin to operate in separate axes cut off
from each other, and also in those cases when they .
are operating on the army's exposed flanks. In all
the above-mentioned cases, the role of divisional
forces and weapons in combating the enemy's tactical
offensive nuclear weapons increases considerably.
In accordance with this, divisions can be reinforced
with gun artillery as well as with certain reconnais-
sance mean:: and, in . particuLar, wiYf. artillery-spor
aircraft.

. As a rule, the redeployment of operational-tactical
missile units and subunits during the operation is done
by leapfrogging (perekat) by battalions, so that it
should be possible to carry out fire tasks of oppor-
tunity at any time. The size of the bounds made by
operational-tactical missile units and subunits,
which have a definite range of fire, depends in the
main on the speed of the army's advance. When the speed
of the advance is 80 to 100 km in twenty-four hours,
the size of the bounds can reach 100 to 120 km. As a
rule, operational-tactical missile units and subunits
move at night or during the day under conditions of
limited visibility so that they will not be detected
by enemy aircraft.
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The selection and allocation of new siting
areas is done on the basis of an analysis of the
possibilities of aesLroying various targets, pri-
marily the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, from
the siting areas that are occupied, and from the
new ones; the terrain is also studied (from-a-map)
with a view to determining the conditions for the
concealed redeployment of units and subunits in
battle formation and determining the roads and
routes which will ensure rapid occupation and evac-
uation of the siting areas.

The selection and allocation of routes for
redeploying operational-tactical missile unite and
subunits to new siting areas is done on the basis
of a study of the network of roads, the available
reconnaissance information regarding the conditions
of the roads, bridges and crossings, of the detours
that are available, and of the results of nuclear
strikes made by our enemy weapons against areas
through which the intended routes pass. Special
attention is paid to determining the seCtion of the
routes which pass through zones of radioactive con-
tamination of thc ground resulting from the employ-
ment of ground nuclear bursts.

The study of routes and siting areas on the
spot is carried out by reconnaissance groups
(rekognoststrovochnaya gruppa) sent out an instruc-
tions from the commanding officers of operational-
tactical missile large units and units.

As a rule, redevelopment of tactical missile
and gun artillery units and subunits, which are
directly subordinate to the army, is carried out
battalion by battalion. The size of the bounds in •
changing location is determined by the range of fire
of tactical missiles and of guns and also by the
rate of advance of the infantry and tanks. When the
maximum range of fire of tactical missiles is of the
order of 30 km L772 and the maximum range of fire
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of gun artillery is about 27 km, and when the in-
fantry and tanks are advancing at a rate of 4 to
5 kph, planning the redeployment of tactical mis-
sile and gun artillery units and subunits becomes
a very complicated business.

It can be reckoned- that to evacuate and occupy
DI firing positions, a battalion needs about 30
minutes, and that the rate of movement along cross-
country routes will not be greater than 15 kph.
Under these conditions, to carry out a tactical

f	
frombound of 20 to 30 kmmoves of	 12 7'	 (i.e.,.,	 ?

4 ? 7 to the maximum range of fire of tactical
missiles and of guns) about 2 to 3 hours are needed.
In 2 to 3 hours infantry and tanks can get ahead
by 8 to 15 km L7? 7.

In the initial position, the siting areas of
tactical missile units and subunits are 8 to 10 km
from the forward edge and the siting areas of gun
artillery 5 to 6 km from it. From these positions,
they can support the offensive to a line situated
18 to 20 km from the initial position of the in-
fatry and tatj;.::. As for their capabilities of
cominc the c.Lcny's offens'_v:e nuclear weapons, these
will be considerably 1es:7 ' . If we con5ider that the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons-will be disposed
8 to 10 km from the forward line of his own troops,
then it is clear that combat against them from the
siting areas that are occupied is possible only
until the moment when our infantry and tanks reach
a line situated 10 to 12 km from the initial posi-
tion. Consequently, tactical missiles and artillery,
located in the main siting areas can combat the enemy's
tactical offensive nuclear weapons for only 2 to 3 hours
after the beginning of the offensive. From this the
conclusion is reached that the redeployment of the
part of the forces and weapons earmarked to combat
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons must be started
as soon as our troops begin the offensive. It is
advisable to fix the new siting area 5 to 10 km from
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the forward line or the initial position of our
troops at the time they begin the offensive.

What proportion of the forces and weapons should
be redeployed? To answer this question, it is essen-
tial to know the specific conditions bearing on the
planning of redeployment, and primarily the antici-
pated rate of advance of 	 troops and the rate at
which the redeployed subunits can move in practice
along the cross-country routes (dirt roads).

Let us examine how the redeployment of tactical
missile units and subunits could be planned by taking
an example.

To simplify calculations, we shall assume the
following conditions: the army has one tactical
missile regiment consisting of three battalions
located in positions 10 km from our forward line.
The rate of advance of our troops is equal to 4 kph
an cl the speed - at which a tactical missile bat-
talion moves along cross-country routes . is 15 kph.

From sites in the initial position all bat-
talior,s can comtat offensive nuclec.r
weapons until our trc.ops have move forward 10 to
12 km, i.e., for 2 . 5 to 3 hours. Let us assume that
the first battalion will start . moving to the new
siting area at the beginning of our offensive. To
leave the area it odcupies, it will require 30
minutes, and to cover the distance from its position
to the old forward line of our troops along cross-
country routes (dirt roads) 13 to 14 km in length
(reckoning a 25 percent increase) it will require
about one hour. In 1 • 5 hours our troops will get
6 km ahead. Therefore, it is advisable to fix the
new siting area not more than 4 to 5 km beyond the
old forward line. To move forward 4 to 5 km, the
battalion must cover a road distance of 6 to 7 km,
for which it will need another 20 to 30 minutes.
To deploy the battalion in the new siting area, .50
minutes will be required.
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Thus, to redeploy the battalion under the con-
ditions given in the above example, up to 2 . 5 hours will
be needed. The battalion will start to deploy 3 to 4 km

in he rear of the tanks and infantry advancing in
the first echelon and will complete the deployment when
this distance increases to 5 to 6 km.

From thenew.firing positions the battalion can
engage the enemy' offensive nuclear weapons for a

period of 3 to 3 . 5 hours.

By the time the battalion is ready to open fire
from the new firing positions, the tanks and infantry
will have advanced 10 km and the capability of the
two battalions which remain in the occupied siting
areas to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons
will begin to disappear. Consequently, it is inad-
visable to leave these battalions in the positions they
occupy.

Let uasuppose that the second and third battalions
start to redeploy. as .soon as the first battalion is ready
to open fire. Having assembled themselves (svernut
boevoy poryadok) in 30 minutes, they start the move to
the . r.ew siting area. On what line should this area
be fixed?

The distance from the old siting areas to the
line of the siting area occupied by the first battalion
(20 km) will be covered by the second and third bat-
talions in 1 hour 20 minutes. .At this time, the tanks
and infantry will be 12 to 14 km from this line.

•	 .

To cover this distance, the battalions will have to
follow a route of 17 to 18 km, for which they will
need about 1 hour 15 minutes. Having covered this dis-
tance in the indicated time, they will find themselves
5 to 6 km from the forward infantry and tank units
and subunits. To reduce this distance to 3 to 4 km,
(as in the first ease), they will need another 5 to 10
minutes. Taking into account also the time requireda
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to deploy the battalions, we arrive at the time required
for the second bound of the redeployment. This time
will be 3 hours 40 minutes or 3 hours 45 minutes,
i.e., a little longer than the time during which the
first battalion can continue in action.

Ctonsequently, the redeployment of a regiment in
two echelons does not ensure the maintenance of un-
interrupted readiness of tactical missiles to destroy
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons. The way out
of this situation is to redeploy a regiment in three
echelons, two of which must be on the move while one
remains on the firing positions.

It is necessary tonOte that this conclusion is
reached in a case where the rate of advance does
not exceed 4 kph, while the speed with which the
redeployed subunits move is fairly high (15 kph).
If the rate of advance is higher and if the speed with
which the redeployed tactical missile subunits move
is lower, this method of redeployment (i.e., in three
echelons) is undoubtedly the only possible one.

Similar examples can be given in regard to gun
artillery.

Thus, the redeployment of tactical missile and
gun ar-Allery units and subunits, employed in com-
bating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, should
be planned in three echelons.

The most advisable bounds for the redeployment of
missile subunits with a range of 30 km and of guns with
a range of 27 km are bounds of 18 to 20 km (i.e., bounds
equal to two thirds of the maximum range of fire).

The redeployment of the first echelon of tactical
missiles and gun artillery should be started when our
troops begin the offensive. It is advisable to start
the redeployment of the second echelon when the first

• echelon reaches. the new siting area, and of the third
echelon when the second echelon reaches its new siting
area. Thus, in other words, the redeployment of the
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echelon whose turn it is to move should be started
without waiting for the preceding echelon to deploy
in the new siting area.

However, in adhering to these rules it is neces-
sary in practice also to take into account that at .
some extremely critical stages of the operation it
is essential to have not one-third but two-thirds
of the available forces and weapons on firing positions.

Therefore, the procedure for redeploying tactical
missiles and gun artillery during the operation should
be worked out with the latter requirement taken into
account. This requirement is met by changing the
time for starting the redeployment one way or the
other, as necessary.

As a rule, the headquarters of the army's missile
troops and artillery does . not plan the redeployment
of tactical missile battalions of divisions of the
first echelon. However, it can work out a series of
instructions regarding the planning of the redeploy-
ment of these battalions, especially lathe cases
where they will be carrying out a considerable part
of the tasks of combating the enemy's nuclear weapons
(for instance, whet. the army has no tactical missiles
or is short of them).

In preparing such Instructions, the headquarters
of the army's missile troops and artillery should be
guided by the fact that it is advisable to redeploy tac-
tical missile battalions as a whole, without splitting
them up into batteries or separate launchers. To
cover the resulting gaps in time dui •ing Which it will
be impossible to launch a tactical missile, provision
must be made to keep the gun artillery battalions, and
in certain cases also the operational-tactical missile
batteries / on the alert, in a state of readiness to
destroy the enemy's tactical offensive nuclear weapons.
In addition, it is advisable to make provision for
the redeployment in turn of the tactical missile bat-
talions of the two flanking divisions.
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The planning of the combat operations of the
army's missile troops and artillery during the op-
erational-tactical and tactical missile and gun ar-
tillery units and subunits subordinate to the army
is included in the plan for the combat employment of
the army's missile troops and artillery during the
offensive operation, and also on the fire control map
of the array's missile troops and artillery.
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Special Features in Planning the Combat „against

the Enemy's Offensive Nuclear Wear)ons During 

an Army Defensive Operation 

In defense, the most important task of the army's
missile troops and artillery is to combat the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons. A shortage of missile
units and subunits and of nuclear ammunition ) as well
as of gun artillery and ammunition with conventional
fillings, which is a typical feature of defense, calls
for exceptional economy in the employment of forces and
weapons and thorough planning of this combat.

In defense, it is the army commander and his
headquarters who plan the combat operations of the
army and of its fire weapons.

The army commander makes decisions on the basic
problems regarding ti.c use of nuclear weapons: he
determines possible tbrgets (objectives) for nuclear
strikes, the expenditure of nuclear ammunition at tne:
various stage's of the army's defensive operation and
allocates it among the large units of the army; • he
lays dawn the general procedure for combating the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, plans reconnaissance
of these weapons by means of all forces and means at
the disposal of the army, and also organizes logistic
support for the combat operations of the army's large
units and units.

The commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery, together with his headquarters, prepares
recommendations for the army commander and participates
in the working out of his decision. After the decf.sion
has been made by the army commander, he immediately
plans the preparation of the army's missile troops and
artillery for combat operations and controls them and their
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fire during the defensive operation.

In defense, when planning tp combat the enemy's
offensive nuclear yeapOns, the commanding officer of
the army's missile troops and artillery, together
with his headquarters, determines first of all the
number of operational-tactical and tactical missile
units and gun artillery unite that can be brought in

• for this battle, as well as the capabilities of these
forces and means in the light of the availability of
nuclear ammunition.. The quantity of forces and weapons
Which can be brought in to combat the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons is determined for each stage of the
defensive operation.

The planning for the combat against the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons in the headquarters of
the army's missile troops and artillery includes:

allocating tasks between operational-tactical
missiles, tactical missiles, and gun artillery, taking
into account the tasks that are to be carried out by
front operational-tactical missiles and aircraft;

..- allocating reconnaissance means and planning
of . reconnaissance of the enemy's offensive . nuclear
weapons;.

-- allocating units and subunits of tactical
missiles and gun artillery of the army and of the
reserve of the supreme command (RVGK) between divisions,
missile and artillery groups, or a single missile-
artillery group, if there is a sufficient number
of these units and subunits;

fixing the zones and areas in which nuclear
weapons are to be combated by a particular unit (group)
or by the missile battalion and artillery of a particu-
lar division of the army's first echelon;

selecting and assigning main, temporary, and
dummy siting areas for -oiarational-tactical and tactical
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missile and gun artillery units and subunits, and
measures for engineer work (inzhenernoye oborudovaniye)
and for the camouflaging and protection of these areas;

-- fixing the procedure to deq,roy and neutralize the
enemy's 'offensive nuclear weapons at the various stages
of the defensive operation;

-- working out one or several ways of carrying
out a counterpreparation and determining the forces
and weapons to be brought in for the counterprepar-
ation, including the forces and weapons which will be
employed to destroS 'r and neutralize the enemy's offen-
sive nuclear weapons;

-- determining and fixing the quantity of nuclear
ammunition and ammunition with conventional filling
to be expended in combating the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons at each stage of the defensive opera-
tion and for the counterpreparation, in the light of the
total quantity of such ammunition made available for the
defensive operation.

The scope of the Work, to carry out the above-men-
tion.'.. measures depends on thc specific conditions
under which the combat operations z . f missile troops
and artillery in the operation are planned.

In resolving the various problems, the extent
to which it will be necessary to go into detail will
also vary.

Let us consider the problem of the number of
units and subunits which can be brought in to combat
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons at the various
stages of the defensive operation.

First of all, it is necessary to note that the
number of units and subunits which should be brought
in to combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons
cannot be the same at all stages of the operation
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because the scope of the tasks to be carr e out b
missile troops and artillery cannot be the same-

A defensive operation May he prepared and carried
out both under condition:: when our troops are not in
contact with the enemy and go over to the defensive
in good time, and also while our troops are fighting
the enemy, i.e., under conditions of direct contact
with his troops. In. thefirst case, the troops will
have some time for planning the defense, including
preparation and planning to combat the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons, while the defense system will start
with the security zone (polosa obespeeheniya). In the
second case, there will be very little time to plan
the defense and to prepare and plan the combat against
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons. Moreover, the
combat against the enemy weapons will have to continue
in the way it has developed during the fighting.

In this case, the commanding officer of the
army's missile troops and artillery, together with
his headquarters, must improve the syste77:. and pro-
cedure of this combat and work out measures to .organize
it, taking into aeount . the impending stabiliztion
Gf tL.cltuation betw	 the two	 invcdvea in
ti.e fighting. Stabilizetio: .. of thi.r . i:ort can happeL
either as a result of stopping our offensive or as a
result of the. enemy stopping his offensive, or as a
result of the unsuccessful outcome of a meeting en-
gagement-(battle).

When there is a security zone, army forces and
weapons will start to combat the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons when the forward detachments begin
fighting. At this stage of the defensive battle
(operation), the enemy will deliver nuclear strikes
against individual strong points in the security
zone, as well as against strong points, centers of
resistance (uzel oborony), and reserves in our tacti-
cal defense zone, with a view to overrunning our
security zone as quickly as possible and seizing our
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main defense zone from the march. In this connection, at
this ..;tage of the defensive operation, thc heed will arise
to •:.:troy and neutralize the enemy's operational-tactical
offensive nuclear weapons, which will be delivering strikes
against our main defense zone, and the comparatively small
number of tactical weapons Which will be delivering strikes
against strong points in the security zone. Consequently,
to combat the enemy's nuclear weapons at this stage of the
operation, operational-tactical missile batteries on the
alert and a comparatively small part of the tactical mis-
siles and gun artillery can be detailed; they should be
moved up Into temporary fire positions located in the
security zone.

When the enemy is preparing to attack under conditions
of direct contact with our troops, the task of combating his
nuclear weapons devolves on the operational-tactical and
tactical missile batteries (battalions) On the alert and
on the battalions of gun artillery en the alert which, as a
rule, occupy temporary launch Sites an6 firirw positions.

To carry out the counterpreparation, the greatest
quantity of force:: and weapons of the army's missile -
troQps a. I anillery is brought in. Units and subunits
whoce.tAs'kt engage the enemy's offensive nuclear
weaT. make strikes during he courterpreparation, mainly
against static targets: depots and supply bases, assembly
bases for nuclear ammunition, technical positions, control
positions, and other similar objectives, as well as against
the offensive nuclear weapons located on firing positions
and	 wLicii Live been detected immediately be-
fore th( tpuntcrprtrution or are on-the alert, a fact
that must be established by the last minute reconnaissance of
them before the beginning of counterpreparation.

An equally critical time in the combat against the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons is the destruction and
neutralization of these weapons on firing positions and
launch sites when they are being prepared for a massed nuclear
strike against our defense. Ascertaining a mass movement for-
ward of these weapons to firing
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positions and launch sites, as well as fixing the
coordinates of these positions and reporting them-with
the Maximum rapidity to the army command is the most
Important task of all reconnaissance means.

To combat the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons
while they are being prepared for a massed nuclear
strike, all batteries and battalions on the alert are
employed, as well as all other weapons which have the
capability of rapidly preparing and delivering .a
strike against the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons
that have been detected.

While the enemy is attacking the forward edge
of the main defense zone, the main efforts of the army's
missile troops and artillery will be concentrated on
repelling the attack of tanks and infantry, as well
as on destroying and neutralizing the enemy's second
echelons and the nearest tactical reserves. At this
stage of the operation, it will be for operational-
tactical and tactical misuile b7ttteries on the alert
and for battalions of ground ar7llery on the alert
tr . cc'71--,t 'h,7 enemy's cffr ive huclE,:r
4c::%1 atte:Aior. must o paid to plannng thit combat_
while our trop. are carrying out a counterattack
and couerstrike.

During a defensive operation, batteries and
battalions on the alert also play a basis part in
combating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons.

' In defense, when plans are being drawn up to
combat the enemy's nuclear weapons, definite targets
and the amount of ammunition to be used against them
are fixed only when the counterpreparation is being
planned. In all other cases, the tasks are given in
a general way, and the expenditure of ammunition can
be determined and fixed as a ceiling which Way be
exceeded only in the most exceptional circumstances.
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Plans for the combat against the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons are an integral part of

the planning for the combat operations uf missile
troops and artillery in defense and so are included
in the plans and in the combat documents drawn up
by the headquarters of army's missile troops and
artillery. And,in particular, these combat plans
are included in the plan of operations of missile
troops and artilleil in the army's defensive operation,
which is drawn up Z. 7_7 on a map with various explana-
tory L7? .y legends, and also on the fire control map
for the army's missile troops and artillery in defense.

-40-
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4. control of Fire of Units and Subunits on the Alert 

When Combating the Enemy's Offensive Nuclear Weapons 

The commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery controls the combat operations and fire
of operational-tactical and tactical missile and gun
artillery units and subunits subordinate to the army
and, in particular, the fire of units and subunits
on the alert -from the command post (KP) or from the
forward command post (PKP).

To ensure efficient operational fire control,
one or two (for working in shifts) groups for fire
control are set up in the command post (or the for-
war ,3 command post). If one group is set up for fire
control, then the commanding officer of the army's
missile troops and artillery is in charge of it. If
two groups are set up for working in Shifts, then the
commanding officer of the army's Missile troops and
artillery is in chsrge of one group and his chief of
staff	 tlie other.

In practice, an alternative situation can arise
when a fire control group working at the forward
command post is commanded by the commanding officer of
the army's missile troops and artillery, while a
fire control group Is functioning simultaneously at
the command post commanded by the chief of staff of
the army's missile troops and artillery.

Several officers are detailedto form the fire
control groups: the head of the operations section
or the senior officer of this section, the head of the
reconnaissance section or the senior officer of this
section, 1 - ? officers from these sections, and one
officer from the armaments section.

OWSE\ZET
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To control . the fire of units and subunits on
the alert, use is made of the fire control map of
t%e army's missile troops and artillery, of graphs,
tables, and other documents which give the state of
the units and subunits on the alert, the table's of
signalsuna call signs, as well as tables for coding
and decoding oruers, if automatic comunications'security
equipment (ZAS equipment) is not available.

Fire control must be ensured by multichannel
communications which provide for the passing of
firing tasks directly to units and subunits on the
alert.

To ensure the most operational procedure for
the receipt of reconnaissance information regarding
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons, the head-
quarters of the army's missile troops and artillery
must have direct communications with the commanding
officers of reconnaissance units (subunits) and facil-
ities to establish direct communications with the
means which are carrying out reconnaissance. In the .
great majority of cases, these means will be artillery-
spotter aircraft.

Now let us examine the procedure an:: sc'ope of the
work of a fire control group in calling for fire
from units (subunits) on the alert.

Having organized reconnaissance of the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons, the headquarters of the
army's missile troops and artillery continuously
Checks the operations of reconnaissance means,
analyzes and circulates the reconnaissance infor-
mation it receives about offensive nuclear weapons,
and sets further tasks for reconnaissance and last-
minute reconnaissance by these means. In organizing
reconnaissance of the enemy's . offensive nuclear
weapons, attention must be given mainly to the im-
mediate circulation 1..—?_7 of a report un detected
offensive nuclear weapons. For this, it is essential

-42-
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to fix certain signals, on receipt of which the fire
control group must get ready to receive details re-
garding the detected target.

• A report on detected offensive nuclear weapons
must be as short as possible and should contain only
the details that are required to prepare fire ugainet
this target. To shorten the report as much as pos-
sible, it should not contain information on the state
or features of the activityof targets, which is
usually given in reports on targets. Thus, for in-
stance, it can be agreed that the report should not
include information on a certain offensive nuclear
weapon at a firing position and also on the dimensions
of the target, if they do not differ from the usual,.and'on
whether there are fieldworks at the position or not, if
It is not atypical, etc.

A short report must include:

thecall.sign of the subscriber and its
own call 1r;;

- the signal denoting that enemy offensive
nuclear weapons have been detected;

designation of target (which can be indi-
cated by a codeword);

• coded map coordinates;

-- password (parol)
On the basis of the coordinates received, the

target is marked on - the fire control'map; is given L7?..7
a number, and the time of its detection is noted.

The commanding officer of the army's missile troops
and artillery determines first of all whether it is
advisable to fire at the target, taking into account
Its nature (designation) which affects the length of
time the target remains on the same position. After
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this, he determines the fire task against the target
(0.ctruction, neutralization, etc.), and on the basis
of a report from one of the officers of the fire con-
trol group rezmrding the capabilities of the various
weapons on the alert for hitting this target (taking
into account the range of fire, the yield of the charge,
and the degree of readiness to fire a rollnd, or fire for
effect), or on the basis of a personal analysis and com-
parison of the appropriate details on the fire control
map and the legends to it, he decides which subunit on
the alert should be used to fire against the target
and determines the type of nuclear burst to be used.

In accordance with the decision taken, the officers
of the fire control group determine the most Advantageous

f ght (if an air burst is to be used) and the . co-'
ordinates for the ground zero of the burst. In re-
solving these problems, the safe distance of one's own
troops from the ground zero of the nuclear burst is de-
termined and taken into account.

On the basis of the information on the nature of
the tarcet, thc, type cf njsEjle ar.i the yiell 	 The

c1•:, a1 cOarge held 1.y	 cx., the alert, ant tLc
intended typc, heiFt, ar. poFiion of the ground zero
of the nuclear burst, the expected results of the strike
against the target are determined and the radioactive
contamination of the terrain is estimated.

The setting of a task to a unit or subunit on the
alert begins with the dispatch of a-warning signalj.
which stops all other conversations on the lines Z. ? 7
or means of communications, while the unit or subunit
on the alert lireEares to receive and carry out the
future task Z. ?J. The warning signal is dispatched
by one of the Officers Of the fire control (group '1_7
as soon as the commanding officer of the army's missile
troops and artillery has decided which unit or subunit
on the alert is to be employe4 to destroy (neutralize)
the detected target.

41. SE ,RET
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The order calling for fire by
on the alert includes:

tnecll sirn of the unit or the subunit on the
alert;

-- the height of the nuclear burst (for an airburst

-- coordinates for the point of aim;

-- target number;

• procedure or time for opening fire;

-- password.

A subunit on the alert can open fire as soon as
it is ready, and in thi3 case the order "Fire" should
be given. ' A subunit on the alert can prepare to launch
a missile round and launch (fire) on orders from the
commending officer of the army's missile troops and ar-
tillery, and in this cast the order "Report when ready!"
should be given. A subunit on the aler7. can prepare to
2!,.Anch (fire) a missile ty a dc	 time, and in this
case the order "Be ready at a cerl.a .in boar, in so many
minutes!" should be given. In the first case, the
subunit on the alert launches (or fires) and merely
reports that this has been done; in the second and
third cases i it reports that it is ready to launch (fire)
and awaits further orders.

When automatic communications seaurity equipment
(ZAS) is not available, the order sent to units (sub-
units) on the alert to deliver Z. ?_.7 a nuclear strike
is encoded (-72 with the aid of an agreed table and is
transmitted in the form of a few groups of figures L 7.
Three words in brackets missing 	

After giving the order to open fire, the commanding
officer of the army's missile troops and artillery
issues instructions when necessary on the plannin6 and
execution of measures to check the results of the nuclear
strike.
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In some cases, the nuclear strik r. against the
tarut can be preceded by its neutralization by gun
artillery fire. Such cases are most likely to occur
when combating enemy offensive nuclear weapons which
1 ..-ossess high mobility and are at firing positions and
launch sites for a very short time. As was established
in Chapter VI, the probability of destruction of those
weapons is very small. However, the destruction reliability
of these targets can be increased by planning immediate
neutralization of such tercets by fire from gun artillery
as soon as they are ricteetei, with the object, in the first
place, of preventing their firing projctiles With nuclear
charges and, secondly, of preventing these weapons' leaving'
the firing position& and launch sites which they occupy.

As in the previous cases on receiving a report re-
garding such a target, the commanding officer of the
army's missile troops and artillery determines first of 	 .
all whether it is advisable to open fire against the .,;arget.
Having decided: that the target .should be destroyed, and
taking into account that a definite period of time will be

to plar. and preTare a strike against the target,
r !i:	 which tint: ,,h(,	 :Ieliver a strike against
cr tro'.4)s an:i —leav its position, he must give an order
to th r gun artillery battalion on the alert to open fire
a6ainst the detected target.

The order is given in the usual way, without encoding
.- the order itself. Before the order is given a warning signal

can be sent.

The order to the gun artillery battalion on the alert
Includes:

-- the battalion call sign;

-- designation of target and its dimensions (if necessary);

-- target coordinates;

-46-
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.- target number;
-- fire task (neutralization or destruction).

Having received the order, the batttilion on the
alert prepares and opens fire against the target in
accordance with the task set. The firing procedure and
the expenditure of ammunition are in accordance with •
arrangements which must be made in advance when the
battalion is detailed to be on the alert.

After the, order has been sent to the battalion
on the alert, the fire control group works on the
preparation of a nuclear strike against the target,
if a decision has been taken to destroy it with nu-
clear weapons, or makes preparations to ensure an-
nihilation fire against the target with adequate
artillery weapons, if it has been decided to destroy
the target not by a nuclear strike but by gun artil-
lery fire. .

The work of the fire control group in planning and
carrying out the destruction of . the target is completed,
asr. the first case, by organizing th.e checking of tn.::
results of annihilation fire a6ainst the detected enemy
offensive nuclear weapon objective.
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Chapter Conclusions 

1. Planning the combat against offensive nuclear
weapons on an army scale represents a complicated group
of measures, including:

.. planning of reconnaissance and last-minute
reconnaissance of nuclear weapons;,

- planning.of timely reporting of the results of
reconnaissance to the headquarters of the army's missile
troops and artillery;

-48-

.-- organizing the work of the headquarters of the
army's missile troops and artillery itself, with a view
to ensuring the working out as rapidly as possible of the
decision on firing against the enemy's nuclear weapons;

planning of efficient control of and reliable
multichannel communications with troops carrying out
the task (fire subunits);

,_ 7777 planning a roster of sub-,:.nits (batteries,
battalions) on the alert;

▪ planning of topographic-geodetic and meteoro-
logical support for fire;

-- organizing an uninterrupted supply of ammuni-
tion;

-- organizing the checking of firing results.

2. The general planning for the combat against the
enemy's offensive nuclear weapons with the forces and
weapons of the army is done by army headquarters. De-
finite and detailed planning of the combat operations
of missile units and gun artillery for combat against
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons is carried out
by the headquarters of the army's missile troops and artillery.
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7 . Planning for the combat against offensive
nuclear weapons in an army offensive operation includes:

--- planning to combat nuclear weapons during the
period of preparation for an offensive operation;

-- organizing and planning to destroy the enemy's
offensive nuclear weapons within the framework of a
massed nuclear strike;

planning to combat nuclear weapons during the
offensive operation.

4. Planning the combat against offensive nu-
clear weapons during an offensive operation is carried
out in accordance with the army's tasks and the separate
stages of performing these tasks. One of the most im-
portant questions which has to be decided here is
planning the redeployment of operational-tactical and
tactical missile and gun artillery units and subunits.

5. In organizing and planning the redeployment of
the army's missile troops and artillery during an of-
fensi-:e, it is first of all essential to estimate the
capsbiLiti ,: s of these w .7,epons in combating the enemy's
off-ncive nuclear weapons.

With the existing types of operational-tactical
missiles, it is advisable to carry out the redeployment
of units with these missiles during an operation in two
echelons in bounds of the order of 100 to 120 km.

With the existing types of' tactiCal missiles and
systems of gun artillery, it is advisable to organize
the redeployment of units and subunits with these
missiles and guns in three echelons with bounds of the
order of 20 km.

6. The organization and plans for the combat against
the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons can be included in
the usual documents, compiled by the headquarters of the
army's missile troops and artillery. However, in view of
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the importance of this combat, the plans can be set out
in some cases in the form of a separate document, for
instance in the form of a plan to combat the enemy's of-
fensive nuclear weapons in an army offensive operation.

7. In defense, plans to combat the enemy's offensive
nuclear weapons are prepared ln conformity withthe stages
of the defensive operation and are set out in the plan for .
the employment of missile troops and artillery in the
army defensive, operation.

8. To ensure the fire control of the army's missile.
troops and artillery and, primarily, to ensure fire con-
trol when combating the enemy's offensive nuclear weapons,
fire control groups must be set up at the forward com-
mand post and at the command post of the army's missile
troops and artillery.

To ensure the successful activities of these groups,-
the duties to be carried out by each officer of the group
must be Laid down clearly, and the general procedure in
the work of the whole group when it is planning the

' destruction or neeralization of the enemy's offensive
n ,..zclear	 !nust le ,::tablishe'7! in LIce.	 The
procetire s	 out ia Section 4 of this caapter can be
taken as an exarLpie of such a procedure,
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